**KEY:** Yellow: Math 23, Blue: Math 24, Green: Both, (can be taken concurrently)

*Additional Physics Major Requirements:*
Thesis Research PHYS 195 & PHYS 196

* PHYS 008/PHYS018 OR PHYS 009/PHYS 019 accepted
** can be taken with instructors consent

---

For courses beyond those listed please consult MyAudit, the major planning guides, the Schedule of Classes and/or the University Catalog

---

PHYS 105
Analytic Mechanics Core* S (concurrently)

MATH 022
Calculus II F/S

PHYS 008
Introductory Physics I F/S

PHYS 009
Introductory Physics II* F/S

PHYS 010
Introductory Physics III* F (concurrently)

PHYS 110
Electrodynamic Core F

PHYS 111
Electromagnetic Radiation S

PHYS 122
Waves Minicourse S

PHYS 126
Special Relativity Minicourse S

PHYS 124
Quantum Mechanics F

PHYS 128
Thermal Physics Core* F/S

PHYS 160
Modern Physics Lab** S

PHYS 137
Atomic Structure Minicourse S